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European Historic
Houses Family
The European Historic Houses Association is an umbrella organisation gathering
22 national associations of historic houses and 2 observer countries, and the voice
at the European level of private owners of historic houses and gardens to the
European institutions.
The objectives of the Association are to :
• Promote our members interests in several policy areas through European influencing
• Act as a platform sharing best-practices among our members
• Build networks of owners of historic houses
• Raise awareness on the enormous contribution of owners of historic houses
to the preservation of our common heritage
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Our members
AUSTRIA : Austrian Historic Houses
BELGIUM : Association Royale des Demeures
Historiques & Jardins de Belgique
CZECH REPUBLIC : Czech Association of
Castle and Manor House Owners
DENMARK : Historiske Huse
ESTONIA : Estonian Manor Association
FINLAND : Maanomistajan Liitto –
Jordägarnas Förbund
FRANCE : La Demeure Historique
Vieilles Maisons Françaises (VMF)
GERMANY : Aktionsgemeinschaft Privates
Denkmaleigentum
GREECE : Elliniki Etairia – Society for the
Environment and Cultural Heritage
IRELAND : Irish Historic Houses Association
ITALY : Associazione Dimore Storiche Italiane
LATVIA : Latvian Private Historic Houses
Association
THE NETHERLANDS : Vereniging Particuliere
Historische Buitenplaatsen
NORWAY : Fredet
PORTUGAL : Associaçao Portuguesa das
Casas Antigas

SERBIA : Vieilles Maisons Serbes
SPAIN : Asociación de Propietarios de Casas
Historicas y Singulares
Associació MONUMENTA de Propietaris de
Castells i Edificis Catalogats de Catalunya
SWEDEN : Swedish Landowners’ Organization
SWITZERLAND : Domus Antiqua Helvetica
UNITED KINGDOMX :
Historic Houses Association

Observers
GERMANY :
Schlösser und Gärten in Deutschland
ROMANIA : Pro Patrimonio Foundation
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Next Gen Group
The European Historic Houses Association supports and promotes sustainable guardianship of built heritage in private hands from generation to generation through its
European Next Generation Group.Officially created in 2014, the group has been established
as though-leaders on private heritage transmission as the most important network of future
owners of heritage houses.
The group meets for an annual Conference which provides a platform of exchange of
best practices among its members which are often faced with similar challenges.
This year’s Conference organised on October 11-13 in Morges (Switzerland) gathered
100 participants from 13 countries.

For further information :
http://www.europeanhistorichouses.eu/activities/nextgen/
nextgen@europeanhistorichouses.eu
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Projects
Heritage Houses for Europe
Heritage Houses for Europe is the first Pan-European Study on family-owned heritage
houses providing hard facts on the sector and concrete tools for owners.
Through this Study, we gained an improved bottom-up understanding of the socio-economic contribution of these houses and how innovative models can support and help
their sustainable preservation. The ultimate goal was to strengthen their position within
our society, by reinforcing their owners’ skillset and capabilities, while also raising awareness of their value for European citizens and society as a whole. This Study formulates
policy recommendations for the European Commission and other stakeholders on how
they can support the sustainability of the sector in Europe. This project is an important
first step and many more are required to preserve our common cultural heritage across
Europe.

Results of the Study : providing concrete data & hard facts
on heritage houses in Europe
Assessing the contribution of family-owned heritage houses
The Study confirms that the uniqueness of these houses, compared to public or commercial owners, lies in their core values – the family values and history that the house
embodies. They are lived-in, and have a soul thanks to their owners who invest their
passion and care with a long term perspective.
Building on these values, owners develop activities in their house which in turn span
contributions to society in five main areas : economy, culture, social, education/skills
and environment. They form a dynamic sector providing quality jobs as well as smart,
sustainable and inclusive growth. They also bring cultural, social and environmental benefits to European citizens.
Despite these inputs, family heritage houses face important challenges, the main ones
being unfavourable and diverse framework conditions across Europe – meaning contradictory legislations as well as unfavourable taxation systems. Other challenges include
the internal family dynamics and issues regarding transmission, as well as business
and financial challenges linked to the lack of innovative business models. Finally, there
is a significant concern regarding the negative public perceptions sometimes creating
barriers between owners and the general public. In order to overcome these challenges,
pro-active management and business model innovation are keys to secure the future.
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Discover the survey results
The survey carried out from December 2018 to February 2019 gathered more than
1500 answers in 27 European countries. Find out below its main results :

53%
53% of houses are located
in the countryside

52 m
visitors

They have hosted 52
million visitors* in 2018
*projected number

55%
55% made investments
to meet energy or thermal
efficiency requirements

62%
62% have belonged
to the family for more
than 75 years

68%
68% have employees
& 1 out of 3 welcomes
volunteers

55%
55% are open to visitors

40%
4 out of 10 host school
visit & 1 out of 5 organises
educational events

26%
26% actively undertake
activities to enhance
biodiversity

To find out more, have a look at the flyer available here
https://www.europeanlandowners.org/heritage-houses-for-europe/tools/
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Developing innovative business models for a sustainable preservation
Within this project, we have studied 68 business cases and it turns out that the main
factors in determining the business model implemented in a heritage house, are the size
of the house and the size of its surrounding lands. Above 50 hectares, owners mainly
rely on agriculture and forestry revenues to sustain the house – meaning that the most
innovative houses are the ones located on smaller plots of land.
Main activities implemented include : guided tours (59%), concerts and theatre (49%),
weddings (44%), conferences/business meetings (44%), accommodation (40%),
film or TV location (39%), location for commercial photography (35%), open-garden days
(29%) or renting part of the heritage house (27%).
We found out that many owners are making a loss – which is why the sector deeply
needs more innovation. In order to support owners in doing so we have developed a
toolkit available on the project website. One simply enters the characteristics of the
house and business strategy and accesses tips and tricks on how to innovate and discover inspiring examples from other owners. One of the most important innovative trigger
is to focus on the uniqueness and story-telling around the house.

Reinforcing owners’ skillset and providing concrete tools
The project tackles part of these policy recommendations by equipping owners with
concrete tools to support them in the management of their house. They can be accessed
on the website :
• Toolkit for innovation
• Funding guide to European programs
• Colouring book raising awareness among children
Unleashing the potential of the sector with policy recommendations
To further develop the sector, the project features policy recommendations aimed at
stakeholders at all levels : European, national, regional and local. Stakeholders include
policy makers, sector-support organisations such as the European Historic Houses
and the European Landowners Organization, cultural heritage organisations, business
support organisations, and partners in research and education.
These policy recommendations tackle six key areas for action : access to finance, capacity building, awareness raising, knowledge sharing and networking, framework conditions
and new partnerships. We encourage you to read them from the Study or Executive Summary and support their implementation.
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Activities
Within this project we have developed several activities :
• 2 workshops1 to gather feedback and input from relevant stakeholders
• A Europe-wide survey running from December 2018 to February 2019
• A Final Conference held on the 24th September 2019

1. https://www.europeanlandowners.org/heritage-houses-for-europe/events/
https://www.europeanlandowners.org/heritage-houses-for-europe/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/
HeritageHouses_Workshop-Report-I.pdf

Spotlight on the Final Conference
Gathering 350 participants at the Royal Museum of Fine Arts of Brussels on the
24th September 2019, the Conference unveiled the main project results. Keynote
speeches were delivered by Tibor NAVRACSICS (video), Commissioner for Education,
Culture, Youth & Sport and by Luca JAHIER (representative), President of the European
Economic and Social Committee.

« Heritage houses have an important part to play in bringing people
together and enabling them to learn about others as well as about themselves », Tibor NAVRACSICS
The day ended with a networking session where owners had the opportunity to meet
stakeholders providing solutions regarding the development of activities in a heritage
house. Patrivia, Dartagnans, Histovery, Le Dimore del Quartetto and many others had the
opportunity to present their innovative approaches in this field.

Download the Conference presentations & pictures here :
https://www.europeanlandowners.org/heritage-houses-for-europe/events/
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Thank you for your support
We wish to thank all the people who have been involved in the project, answered the survey, participated to the interviews, disseminated information on the project and came to
the final Conference, for their precious support.
You can continue supporting the project by disseminating its outcomes to your network.
This is how you can contribute to build the long-lasting legacy of the 2018 European Year
of Cultural Heritage.

What can you find
on the website?
• Download the full Study & Executive Summary
(EN, FR, DE)
• Access the tools for owners (business model
toolkit, European funding guide)
• Have fun with the colour book for children
• Have a look at the project’s video & flyer
https://www.europeanlandowners.org/heritage-houses-for-europe/

This is a Preparatory Action of the European Parliament implemented by the European
Commission. This project was granted in July 2018 to the consortium European Landowners’ Organisation, the European Historic Houses Association and IDEA Consult.
Project name :
Open micro-business models for innovation
in European family-owned heritage houses project.
Project Number :
EAC/2018/03
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Private Heritage Week
The second edition of the European Private Heritage Week, held on May 16-19 2019,
was a real success! Sixteen countries2 participated, and we gathered more than 244.785
visitors in 468 houses.
For this second edition, children were once more at the centre stage, with numerous
dedicated activities. In Czech Republic, Castle Kvasiny held a children concert while
Castle Ratměřice had a special performance of The Sleeping Beauty for children and
Castle Mitrowicz organised the « Mariánská pout », a historical family day. Enniscoe
House (IE) had a special day for schools on the 17th : visit of the house and garden in
the morning, study of nature, environment and climate change in the afternoon. In the
Home of the Family Cvetic in Kraljevo (RS), 84 kids from primary school « Knez Lazar »
took part in the interpretation and recognition of the common intangible cultural heritage. Our Latvian Association renewed its initiative « My Business Plan for Latvian
Castle or Manor », aiming at promoting the pupils’ in-depth interest in cultural heritage objects. Classes had to choose a castle among the 29 properties participating
(both public & private), came for a visit during the Week, and wrote a business plan
– the winning team got to organise a memorable class evening in a Latvian castle!
Food as common intangible heritage was also highlighted in several countries, proof
that culinary traditions of Europe are a strong bonding factor. The Ratiu House (RO)
held a multicultural dinner where a Syrian and a British chef cooked together for the
guests. Castle Dolni Kounice (CZ) organised wine tasting while owners of Castle
Chyše showcased the castle’s cellars. At the Curtisoara Domain (RO) students of the
School of Chaillot (FR) and Timisoara (RO) bounded over a picnic under the linden tree.
Castle Dětenice (CZ) held a Medieval Food Festival. Schloss Hollenegg (AT) organised
an exhibition of contemporary design objects presented in the historical rooms
of the castle, exploring the table as a place where we come together, share food, behave,
fight and reunite.
Numerous historic houses would not be complete without their garden and surroundings – an aspect also reflected upon during the European Private Heritage Week. Parc
Samà (ES) and Castle Hradek (CZ) both held special garden tours, as did Curraghmore
House (IE) – led by its head gardener. At the Casa Senhorial Verde de Oliveira, visitors
had the chance to enjoy a special yoga session in the gardens. In Santorini (GR), our Association Elleniki Etairia organised ‘architecture tours’ linking the historical nuclei of the
houses and villages, making the visit a more inclusive experience.

2. Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Portugal,
Romania, Serbia, Spain, United Kingdom
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This edition of the European Private Heritage Week saw a special tribute to the Notre
Dame cathedral in Paris – which frame burnt to ashes last April. Appalled by the event,
owners of some historic monuments in Carinthia (AT) decided to organise guided tours
through the historic attics of the region with the aim of raising people’s awareness of the
dangers and the protection of historic roofs. The proceeds from the ticket sales were
donated to the restoration of the Notre Dame cathedral.
The European Private Heritage Week is an initiative from the European Historic Houses.
Created to celebrate the 2018 European Year of Cultural Heritage, the first edition was a
true success gathering more than 300.000 participants throughout Europe. Stay tuned
for information on the 2020 edition!

Website
http://www.europeanhistorichouses.eu/activities/europeanprivate-heritage-week/
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Policy
The European Historic Houses Association has an advocacy role towards all relevant
European institutions and stakeholders on behalf of owners of historic houses.
It aims at raising awareness on historic houses and acknowledging the enormous contribution of their owners to the preservation of our common heritage. We want citizens and
politicians to understand that owners dedicate their time, money, effort and passion to preserve these houses. We work in several policy areas affecting owners of historic houses at
European level and rely on our members to share our messages at national level.

European Elections
In 2019, we have seen a renewed European Parliament and Commission, which will
shape the future European policies until 2024. Within the actual political context in Europe, we need to remind ourselves that culture and cultural heritage are what unite us.
They form the backbone of our common European identity.
During this election year, we need to remind policy makers more than ever that private
historic houses are a valuable asset for Europe. With that aim we have produced a Manifesto3 which was distributed to newly-elected MEPs as well as Cabinet members within
the European Commission.
We welcome the new Commissioner for Innovation and Youth, Mariya Gabriel, who will
also take on the portfolio relating to culture and education.

3. http://www.europeanhistorichouses.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/
Positionpaper_EHH_EUelections.pdf
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Cultural Heritage Policies
Framework for Action on Cultural Heritage
Commissioner Tibor Navracsics presented the European Framework for Action on Cultural Heritage4, which will build the legacy of the 2018 European Year of Cultural Heritage
with 60 concrete actions to be implemented in 2019-2020. Both the European Private Heritage Week and the Heritage Houses for Europe project are mentioned as key initiatives.
Expert group on cultural heritage
The EHH participated in the first expert group on cultural heritage in Brussels on October
15-16, 2019 - which main aim is to build the legacy of the 2018 European Year of Cultural
Heritage by implementing the Framework for Action on Cultural Heritage.
Major policy updates
On the 20th February 2019, the CULT Committee of the European Parliament approved
MEP Silvia Costa’s report on the Creative Europe program, and agreed to double the budget of the program (up to € 2.8 billion) in line with the European Parliament’s position on
the EU’s long-term budget MFF 2021-2027.
On the 20th March 2019, the European Parliament and the EU Council struck a deal on
Horizon Europe (the future program taking over Horizon 2020). This new program will
feature, at very first, a dedicated line for the cultural sector. This cluster will be dedicated
to boosting R&D in Europe’s cultural industry.
At the European Council meeting on 20th June 2019, EU Leaders adopted a new strategic
agenda for the EU, setting out the policy priorities for the forthcoming five years, and
– for the first time – included investing in culture and cultural heritage among the EU’s
overall priorities.

4. https://ec.europa.eu/culture/sites/culture/files/library/documents/staff-working-document-europeanagenda-culture-2018.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/culture/sites/culture/files/library/documents/2018_cult-eych_factsheet_framework_
def.pdf
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Malmgård Estate, Finland
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Events
Annual Events
European Historic Houses General Assembly
5th November 2018, Brussels
After 8 years of faithful services, Rodolphe de Looz-Corswarem stepped down as
Executive President of the European Historic Houses, but will remain active within the
Association as Honorary President. Alfonso Pallavicini has been appointed as the new
Executive President, while Wenceslas de Lobkowicz and William Cartwright-Hignett
were nominated as Vice-Presidents.
A new strategy based on three pillars including EU influencing, best-practice sharing
and networking was adopted by the Assembly.
23rd September 2019, Brussels
A crucial decision was taken to strengthen and improve the structure of the Next Gen
group by creating direct memberships to the group. This will enable the group
to improve its best-practice sharing in the future. The new structure should be in place
for the sixth Next Gen Conference to be held in Ireland in spring 2020.
On another hand, this meeting saw the first « best-practice sharing session » between
national associations on the theme « using digital tools », with presentations on both
websites promoting houses open to the public and training courses for owners relating
to the use of digital tools, such as social media.
Next Gen Conference 2019
The 5th Next Gen Conference gathering young and future owners of heritage houses
was held in Morges (Switzerland) on October 11-13, 2019. It gathered 100 participants
from 13 countries.
The Conference held at the Château de la Lance, focused on financing projects
in heritage houses by presenting some concrete tools :
• European programs and subsidies
• Innovative business models with Châteauform’
• Managing collections with Sotheby’s
• Crowdfunding with Dartagnans
The cultural visits included Château d’Oron where the legendary Ball was hosted
as well as Château de Vufflens.
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Highlights
Closing Conference of the 2018 European Year of Cultural Heritage
| 6-7 December, 2018 | Vienna
The Austrian Presidency of the Council of the European Union and the European
Commission hosted this closing Conference where Tibor Navracsics, Commissioner
for Culture, Youth, Education and Sport, presented the European Framework for Action
on Cultural Heritage which will ensure the lasting legacy of the year.
Platforms on the Future of Cultural Heritage : A problem solving approach
The European Historic Houses joined the first Conference on the 1st April 2019, in
Dublin to discuss the revitalisation of rural communities, the crowdsourcing of smart
solutions for societal challenges and global peace making.
We also joined the second edition, held in Prague on 7-8 October, 2019, tackling the
digitalisation of cultural heritage.
European Cultural Heritage Summit | 27-31 October, 2019 | Paris
We participated in the 2019 European Cultural Heritage Summit organised by Europa
Nostra, and especially to the Grande Soirée du Patrimoine Européen for the 2019
European Heritage Awards / Europa Nostra Awards Ceremony & the Policy Debate.
The European Policy Debate « Cultural Heritage at the heart of the revival of the
European project » featured interventions from high-level policymakers, as well as
reflections on climate change, endangered heritage, financing, and youth engagement.

5. https://ec.europa.eu/culture/sites/culture/files/report_on_the_dublin_platform_on_heritage_and_social_
innovation.pdf
6. https://www.europanostra.org/european-heritage-summit/
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